Slide bushing (1) and chuck (2) onto the cable end. If cable O.D.: Less 15 mm please use reduction piece (3).

Prepare cable as shown. Consider excessive length of PE conductor for slackening.

Strip the wires.

Conductor colors according to color coding of North American cords or rest of the world.

Insert wires into terminals L, N, PE and tighten.

ATTENTION: Max torque 130 Ncm

Wiring (left):
Wiring:
Strip the wires.
Insert wires to terminals and tighten.

Assembled Connector

1. Push insert and chuck into housing.
   **Important:** Align the chuck and insert by positioning the nose into keyway.

2. Tighten bushing using open wrench 27 mm, min. torque 3.5 Nm.

2. ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS | Receptacle

**Wiring:**
Strip the wires.
Insert wires to terminals and tighten.

**Conductor colors according to color coding of North American cords or rest of the world.**

- **Black**
- **Brown**
- **Green**
- **Yellow/Green**
- **White**
- **Blue**

**ATTENTION:** Max torque 130 Ncm (2.)